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1- State of being well and free from illness is called.............
1. perspective

2. health

3. shy

4. outgoing

2- lack of order; illness or medical condition is called................
1. disorder

2. occasion

3. transmission

4. hereditary

3- Psychology is best defined as the study of .............
1. mental illness

2. human behavior

3. human thought and behavior

4. human development

4- What is naturalistic obsevation?
1. self -report

2. scientific expriment

3. observation of natural behavior

4. physical examination

5- What kind of questionnaires are easy to use in the contex of collecting data?
1. correlational design

2. self-report

3. information

4. situation

6- The activity of givig someone or something examination is called............
1. scheme

2. idea

3. future

4. test

7- The genetic process by which a parent's qualities pass to their child is called................
1. segment

2. view

3. heredity

4. fiber

8- The word "trait"is closest in meaning to......................
1. genes

2. chromosome

3. behavior

4. characteristic

9- Everybody at school experience exam...........................
1. teenager

2. anxiety

3. unique

4. transition

10- Excited state of the mind or the feelings is called.........................
1. emotion

2. memory

3. cognition

4. motivation

11- What is the function of medulla...........................
1. it controls heart rate and blood pressure

2. it regulate walking

3. it is involved in learning

4. it is responsible for sleeping
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12- Some foods increase---------------very rapidly.
1. spinal cord

2. object permanance

3. blood pressure

4. punishment

13- Combination of different ideas or styles that forms a new idea or style is called .....................
1. causality

2. strand

3. conformity

4. synthesis

14- The word "sensation" is closest in meaning to.....................
1. hearing

2. speaking

3. understanding

4. feeling

3. odors

4. salty

15- With a taste like lemons is called...........
1. bitter

2. sour

16- You should --------------------yourself to new condition.
1. adjust

2. sweet

3. structure

4. allow

17- The word "development" is closest in meaning to...............
1. conception

2. nurture

3. nature

4. growing

3. exposure

4. utterly

18- Humans and animals have quite different...............
1. hazard

2. natures

19- Recognition that when properties of an object chang other properties remain constant is

called................
1. rejection

2. egocentrism

3. maturation

4. conservation

20- The period in life when a child changes physically into an adult and is able to have children is

called............
1. puberty

2. implicit memory

3. spinal cord

4. prejudice

21- What is cognitive development?
1. learning to walk
2. sexual development
3. the ability to talk
4. the ability to think, learn , reason, remember

22- .........................................last from about age 7 to adolescence.
1. Formal operational stage

2. Concrete opertional stage

3. Puberty

4. Conservation
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23- The power to make your own decisions,independence or self determination is

called...........................
1. autonomy

2. attachment

3. adulthood

4. profound

24- Teenagers are not mature in emotional intelligence."teenager'means..............
1. young person

2. old person

3. teachers

4. parents

25- The feeling that a situation is so bad that nothing you can do will change it,depression,...............
1. crisis

2. inactive

3. despair

4. conflict

26- The state of being separated from other people is called...............
1. irritable

2. outgoing

3. isolation

4. mistrust

3. industry

4. intimacy

27- A close personal relationship is called...................
1. independence

2. inferiority

28- What is emotional competence?
1. ability to control emotion

2. ability to control anger

3. preschool ability

4. fitness for parenthood

29- The school did not give students-------------------of choice about what to wear.
1. profound

2. courage

3. emotion

4. freedom

30- The fact that someone belong to a particular ethnic group is called.............
1. encourage

2. component

3. ethnicity

4. horrific

31- Someone's opinions or feeling about something, especially as shown by their behavior is

called ......................
1. attitude

2. authority

3. unfair

4. widespread

32- Which of the following would considered as prejudice?
1. sexism

2. racism

3. discrimination

4. all the three

33- Person who acts for ,or manages the affairs of other people in business, politics, etc is

called..................
1. agent
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34- Person that influences the actions or opinions of somebody;or directs or control somebody is

called.............
1. officer

2. leader

3. employee

4. servant

35- The aggregate of courses of study given in a school,college, university,etc is called.........................
1. enterprise

2. governing

3. curriculum

4. command

36- The people employed in an organization are called..................
1. board

2. guidance

3. politics

4. personnel

3. structure

4. unstructure

37- State of being without a job is called.......................
1. unemployment

2. employment

38- People living in one place,district or country,considered as a whole; group of people of the same

religion,race ,occupation,etc is called............
1. institution

2. country

3. community

4. organization

39- There are many private and................. institution in our city.
1. legal

2. bureaucrat

3. community

4. public

40- Children's--------------------at schools has increased in developing countries
1. attendance
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